
kuka shelf-mounted robots
the all-rounder for confined spaces

www.kuka.com automation technologies
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the series maximum performance in a
minimum of space
In many industries, complex work processes must function smoothly in confined spaces – due to

low ceilings or lack of floor space. Integrated on production machines, such as injection-molding

machines, machine tools or foundry systems, kuka shelf-mounted robots ensure extremely pro-

ductive and process-optimized performance of work operations.

all-rounder

kr 16 kskr 30-4 ks
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wide range, large work envelopes

kuka offers the world’s largest range of

shelf-mounted robots. And the variants

are virtually limitless: There are designs

for low, medium and high payloads, each

with an arm extension. The latest gene-

ration of shelf-mounted robots has been

designed with a particularly low base

frame (ks) to extend the depth of the

work envelope in a downward direction.

The range of applications for kuka shelf-

mounted robot systems is practically un-

limited. Whatever the branch of industry,

kuka robots are a flexible and cost-effec-

tive automation solution that can perform

a wide variety of work procedures.
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04 principle

larger work envelope. This means, for

example, that kuka robots can reach far

inside other machines.

4 energy supply system

All energy and fluid supply systems are

routed in such a way as not to restrict the

motion radii of the axes.

5 ac servomotor

Proven kuka technology, such as main-

tenance-free ac servomotors, tried and

tested thousands of times around the

world, ensure maximized operating times

and utmost cost-efficiency.

1 supplementary loads

2 tool mount

3 robot knee

4 energy supply system

5 ac servomotor

1

2

3

the kuka principle greater productivity as a
matter of principle
kuka robot technology can be used for anything that moves in automation. No matter what the in-

dustry or the application, kuka robots keep your operations running reliably, around the clock,

with high productivity and utmost flexibility. The range of kuka robotic applications is being conti-

nuously expanded, as increased productivity is an important factor in every branch of industry –

including yours.

1 supplementary loads

kuka robots can carry heavy supplemen-

tary loads on the arm and link arm. Diver-

se supply packages (e.g. a valve terminal)

can be installed here.

2 tool mount

The tools are mounted using a certified

standard flange that allows for fast tool

changes. The versatility of the various

application tools is boundless.

3 robot knee

The optimized position of the robot knee

– the point of intersection between axes

1 and 2 – ensure maximum reach and a
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compact design

kuka robots are not only technically su-

perior, but also better-looking. The stre-

amlined, compact design and the elimina-

tion of interference contours have earned

them a variety of awards, including the if

Design Award.

5

4

advantages of the kuka principle
utmost precision: Highly accurate link-and-gear combinations and optimized control
loops in the kinematic chain provide unrivaled repeatability.

high speed: The low weight of the robots ensures optimum acceleration values and
maximum working velocities. This allows minimized cycle times.

user-friendly controller: The Windows™-based kuka control technology enables
simple installation, start-up and programming of the robot.

first-class service: From planning and configuration, on-site commissioning, start-up
support, production tests, system optimization and professional maintenance management
to operator training during ongoing production – kuka supports you with a wide range of services.

modularity

The modular structure (such as arm ex-

tension) ensures that the overall system

can be adapted at any time to individual

customer requirements.
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the technology versatile agility
Many tasks which were previously only capable by linear feed systems – due to the investment costs

involved – can now also be carried out by the far more flexible kuka shelf-mounted robots. In this way,

even complex unloading operations are possible. For example, the robot can be integrated into an in-

jection-molding machine, a die-casting machine or a machine tool.

the technological highlights:
space-saving: Integration on injection molders, die-casting machines or machine tools enables optimal
utilization of the space available.

ergonomic: Positioning the robot on top of the machine leaves the machine highly accessible and allows
products to be unloaded from above with the safety gates closed.

integrated: Compact system concepts from a single provider allow savings on process costs, as robots
can use the non-productive times for machining.

modular: Customized variant design using our modular system so that you always have the ideal kuka
shelf-mounted robot for your requirements.

productive: Greater availability of the shelf-mounted robot compared with alternative handling devices
increases the productivity of the system.

mobile: Mounting robots on linear units extends their work envelope and makes it possible to link multiple
production machines.

heat-resistant: Foundry version with protection rating ip 67, special seals and heat-resistant paintwork.
(More detailed information can be found in the brochure “kuka in the foundry industry”.)

open: Forced or delicate demolding of complex 3d parts from intricate molds.
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1 foundry industry

When the heat is on, kuka robots keep a cool

head – thanks to their foundry specific equip-

ment.

2 metalworking industry

When precision in confined spaces is required,

kuka shelf-mounted robots offer ideal system

solutions for the metalworking industry and ot-

her sectors.

3 handling

Process reliability, high availability and rapid

payback make the kuka shelf-mounted robot a

useful helper.

4 plastics industry

Innovative technologies for quality inspection of

plastic surfaces.



system solutions for the

injection-molding industry

kuka shelf-mounted robots take care of

all work processes, from unloading and

cutting parts, to hanging them in trans-

port frames.

system solutions for the

die-casting industry

In addition to loading and unloading, shelf-

mounted robots can also clean the dies,

spray parting agent and coolant, and per-

form all the finishing tasks required in

the die-casting industry.

2

system solutions for production

kuka shelf-mounted robots can take care

of diverse applications in practically every

branch of industry: from deburring plastic

parts with a cutter and measuring toler-

ance deviations to inspecting moving

parts and handling complex operations.
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for special requirements

kuka offers the right shelf-mounted robot

system for every application. Whatever

the industry, kuka robots are a flexible,

reliable and cost-effective automation

solution. Their system openness means

that kuka robots can be integrated into

higher-level control structures.

43
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features of shelf-mounted robots

kuka shelf-mounted robots are weight-

optimized and have an enormous reach

and an exceptionally large work envelo-

pe. The low ks base frame with its small

footprint offers a number of decisive ad-

vantages: the depth of the work envelo-

pe in a downward direction is increased

reducing the vertical space requirement.

kuka shelf-mounted robots can be inte-

grated directly into a machine. The shor-

ter lifting distances and longer reach due

to the low base frame help to reduce cy-

cle times in machine tending tasks. The

optimized mechanical system allows the

execution of machine loading and unloa-

ding processes and the finishing of com-

pleted parts in a single operation.

The kuka modular system, complemen-

ted by specially-developed options, en-

ables simple integration into your plant:

Synchronization with the production

machine

Standardized energy supply system

from axis 1 to 6

Electrical interfaces for reliable dialog

with the production machine

Various software packages

Standardized fluids supply unit on

axis 3
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10 controller

1

performance features of the kuka control panel (kcp):

Ergonomic design for easy operation

Predefined forms for quicker entry of commands

Efficient operator guidance

Fast teaching with the 6d mouse

Familiar Windows-style operation

performance features of the kuka kr c2 robot
controller:

Open, network-capable PC technology

Integrated control and drive concept for all robots

Easy exchange of components, without the need for tools

DeviceNet (master) and Ethernet (in Windows system) available as stan-
dard; additional bus systems and real-time Ethernet optionally available

Room for installation of up to 2 external axes (or more with a
top-mounted cabinet)

Proven drive systems in conjunction with PC technology for industrial
environments

Remote diagnosis options via modem or network

Compact control cabinet, small footprint (approx. 0.3 m2)

2

1 plc controller (kuka.plc)

Integration of a kuka Soft plc allows the kuka

robot controller to assume control of the entire

manufacturing cell. This saves hardware costs and

increases flexibility.

2 simulation (kuka.sim)

kuka.Sim makes it possible to simulate the plan-

ned application. This enables processes to be

visualized and optimized before commissioning.

the controller communication through integration
kuka robots open up enormous potential. Intelligent control systems and software solutions from kuka help to

exploit this potential to the fullest potential. kuka robot controllers are based on user-friendly Windows™-

compliant user interfaces offering maximum functionality which can be mastered with a minimum of training.

In this way, even complex systems can be started up quickly and easily and adapted at any time to new require-

ments or tasks.

kuka control panel (kcp)

The kcp teach pendant is fitted with an 8"

color display, 6d mouse and customer-

specific softkeys and hardkeys to make

handling the controller even easier.

kuka kr c2 robot controller

The kr c2 is highly versatile and can be

expanded at any time and integrated into

networks via a bus. A wide range of soft-

ware expansions are optionally available.
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3

kuka software solutions

kuka robots stand for maximum dyna-

mism and innovative drive. Their intelli-

gence is derived from a wide range of

software options from the field of sy-

stem integration and also from industry-

specific software solutions.

3 safe option

Safe Option is a software-based machine protec-

tion and operator safety package that monitors

the entire axis range and ensures maximum safety

in the workspace.

human machine interface (hmi studio)

hmi Studio provides components for quick and

easy creation of extensive production screens and

cell visualization. With hmi Studio, complex se-

quences can be clearly visualized in a way that is

readily comprehensible.
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work envelope

KR 6 KS / KR 16 KS

KR 16 L6 KS

KR 30-4 KS / KR 60-4 KS

KR 60 L45-4 KS

KR 60 L30-4 KS

KR 150-2 K / KR 180-2 K / KR 210-2 K

KR 150 L130-2 K

KR 150 L110-2 K

KR 180 L150-2 K

KR 180 L130-2 K

KR 180 L100-2 K

KR 210 L180-2 K

KR 210 L150-2 K

KR 210 L100-2 K

12 data

the technical data robot data

a b c d e f g

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1,576 2,691 1,801 1,081 720 453 670

1,876 3,291 2,101 1,210 891 753 970

1,933 3,335 2,233 1,218 1,015 503 820

2,130 3,730 2,430 1,362 1,068 709 1,020

2,330 4,130 2,628 1,445 1,183 900 1,220

3,050 4,625 3,100 1,875 1,225 976 1,100

3,250 5,025 3,300 2,050 1,250 1,176 1,300

3,450 5,425 3,500 2,150 1,350 1,376 1,500

3,250 5,025 3,300 2,050 1,250 1,176 1,300

3,450 5,425 3,500 2,150 1,350 1,376 1,500

3,650 5,825 3,700 2,262 1,438 1,576 1,700

3,250 5,025 3,300 2,048 1,252 1,176 1,300

3,450 5,425 3,500 2,150 1,350 1,376 1,500

3,850 6,225 3,900 1,460 2,440 1,776 1,900

low payloads: medium payloads: high payloads:

kr 6 ks kr 30-4 ks kr 150-2 k

kr 16 ks kr 60-4 ks kr 150 l130-2 k

kr 16 l6 ks kr 60 l45-4 ks kr 150 l110-2 k

kr 60 l30-4 ks kr 180-2 k

kr 180 l150-2 k

kr 180 l130-2k

kr 180 l100-2k

kr 210-2 k

kr 210 l180-2 k

kr 210 l150-2 k

kr 210 l100-2 k
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work envelope
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technical data kr 30-4 ks

Payload 30 kg

Supplementary load 35 kg

Max. total load 65 kg

Number of axes 6

Wrist variant F (foundry), ≤ 180°C (10 s/min)

Installation position Shelf

Repeatability ± 0.15 mm

Controller KR C2

technical data kr 16 ks

Payload 16 kg

Supplementary load 10 kg variable 20 kg

Max. total load 46 kg

Number of axes 6

Wrist variant In-line wrist 16 kg (Foundry)

Installation position Floor, ceiling

Repeatability ± 0.1 mm

Controller KR C2

technical data kr 210-2 k

Payload 210 kg

Supplementary load 50 kg

Max. total load 610 kg

Number of axes 6

Wrist variant F (foundry), ≤ 180°C (10 s/min)

Installation position Floor, Shelf

Repeatability ± 0.20 mm

Controller KR C2
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kuka roboter gmbh | global sales center . Hery-Park 3000 . 86368 Gersthofen . Germany
p +49 821 4533 0 . f +49 821 4533 1616 . info@kuka-roboter.de . www.kuka.com

Worldwide addresses and contacts.
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europe

kuka automatisering + robots n.v.
Centrum Zuid 1031
3530 Houthalen
Belgium
p +32 11 516160
f +32 11 526794
info@kuka.be

kuka roboter gmbh –
global sales center
Hery-Park 3000
86368 Gersthofen
Germany
p +49 821 4533 0
f +49 821 4533 1616
info@kuka-roboter.de

kuka automatisme + robotique sas
Techvallée
6, Avenue du Parc
91140 Villebon S/Yvette
France
p +33 1 6931660 0
f +33 1 6931660 1
commercial@kuka.fr

kuka automation + robotics
Hereward Rise . Halesowen
West Midlands b62 8an
United Kingdom
p +44 121 5850 800
f +44 121 5850 900
sales@kuka.co.uk

kuka roboter italia s.p.a.
Building Center Leonardo da Vinci
Via Pavia 9/a - Int.6 10098 Rivoli (to)
Italy
p +39 011 9595 013 r.a.
f +39 011 9595 141
kuka@kuka.it

kuka sveiseanlegg + roboter
Avd. Norway . Bryggeveien 9
Postbox 17 . 2801 Gjövik
Norway
p +47 61 133422
f +47 61 186200
info@kuka.no

kuka roboter austria gmbh
Regensburger Strasse 9/1
4020 Linz
Austria
p +43 732 784752
f +43 732 793880
office@kuka-roboter.at

kuka sistemas
de automatización
S.A. Portugal
Rua do Alto da Guerra n°50
Armazém 04
2910-011 Setúbal
Portugal
p +351 265 729780
f +351 265 729782
info.portugal@kuka-e.com

kuka svetsanläggningar +
robotar ab
A. Odhners gata 15
42130 Västra Frölunda
Sweden
p +46 31 7266 200
f +46 31 7266 201
info@kuka.se

kuka roboter schweiz ag
Riedstrasse 7
8953 Dietikon
Switzerland
p +41 44 74490 90
f +41 44 74490 91
info@kuka-roboter.ch

kuka sistemas
de automatización s.a.
Pol. Industrial . Torrent de la Pastera
Carrer del Bages s/n
08800 Vilanova i la Geltrú (Barcelona)
Spain
p +34 93 8142 353
f +34 93 8142 950
comercial@kuka-e.com

kuka roboter gmbh
sales office prag
Ocelarska 799
190 00 Praha 9
Czech Republic
t +420 234 705-626
f +420 234 705-627
info@kuka.cz

kuka robotics hungária ipari kft.
2335 Taksony
Fö út 140
Hungary
p +36 24 501609
f +36 24 477031
info@kuka-robotics.hu

america

ruben costantini s.a.
Luis Angel Huergo 13 20
Parque Industrial
2400 San Francisco (cba)
Argentina
p +54 3564 421033
f +54 3564 428877
ventas@costantini-sa.com

kuka roboter do brasil ltda.
Avenida Franz Liszt 80
Parque Novo Mundo
cep 02151 900 – Sao Paolo
Brazil
p +55 11 6984 4900
f +55 11 6201 7883
info@kuka-roboter.com.br

robotec s.a.
Darío Urzúa 2097
Providencia-Santiago
Chile
p +56 2 481 5430
robotec@robotec.cl

techno torch tip
Carrera 46 . No. 40-11
Medellin
Colombia
p +57 4 2620127
technotorchtip@epm.net.co

kuka de méxico s. de r.l. de c.v.
Rio San Joaquin #339
Local 5 . Colonia Pensil Sur
México City . CP 11490
México
p +52 55 52038 407
f +52 55 52038 148
info@kuka.com.mx

kuka robotics corp.
22500 Key Drive
Clinton Township
Michigan 48036
usa
p +1 586 5692082
toll-free 866 8735852
f +1 586 5692087
kukainfo@kukarobotics.com

dematech corporation, c.a.
Av. Bolivar Este . Torre Sindoni
Piso 5 Ofcina M-11
Maracay – Aragua
Venezuela
p +58 243 2327066
f +58 243 2320342
info@dematechcorp.com

asia

kuka automation equipment
(shanghai) co., ltd.
Building No. 9 . Tianying Rd 502
Shanghai Qingpu Industrial Zone
201712 Shanghai
p.r. China
p +86 21 5922 8883
f +86 21 5922 8538
info@kuka.cn

kuka robot automation
(malaysia) pte ltd.
Guangzhou Representative Office
No. 205 . Western
JiaDu Business Building
No. 66 . Jfian Zhong Road
Tienhe District
510665 Guangzhou
p.r. China
t +86 20 8554-1503
f +86 20 8554-1533
info@kuka.com.my

kuka robotics (india)
private limited
621 Galleria Towers . dlf Phase iv
Gurgaon 122 002 . Haryana
India
p +91 124 4148-220/-221
f +91 124 4148-574
info@kuka.in
www.kuka.in

kuka robotics japan
5-26-13 Ogikubo . Suginami-ku
Tokyo 167-0051
Japan
t +81 3 5347-9831
f +81 3 5347-9835
info@kuka-robotics.jp

kuka robot automation
korea co. ltd.
4 Ba 806 Sihwa Ind. Complex
Sung-Gok Dong
Ansan City . Kyunggi Do . 425-110
Korea
p +82 31 49699 37
f +82 31 49699 39
infos@kukakorea.com

kuka robot automation (m) sdn bhd
south east asia regional office
24 . Jalan tpp 1/10
Taman Industri Puchong
47100 Puchong . Selangor
Malaysia
p +60 3 806106-13/-14
f +60 3 80617386
info@kuka.com.my

kuka robot automation
taiwan co. ltd.
136 . Section 2 . Huanjung East Road
Jungli City . Taoyuan
Taiwan 320
p +886 3 4371902
f +886 3 2830023
info@kuka.com.tw

kuka robot automation (m) sdn bhd
thailand office
111/1-3 . Moo 12 . Kingkaew Road
Ratchatheva . Bangplee
Samutprakarn
Thailand
p +66 2 312-4954-5
f +66 2 7504399
info@kuka.com.my

australia

marand precision
engineering pty. ltd.
153 Keys Road
Moorabbin . Victoria 31 89
Australia
p +61 3 855206 00
f +61 3 855206 05
robotics@marand.com.au

africa

jendamark automation ltd.
76a York Road
North End
Port Elizabeth 6000
South Africa
p +27 41 3914700
f +27 41 3733869
info@jendamark.co.za


